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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Reissue. Language: English
. Brand New Book. Brain-eating fungi, wannabe sorcerers, long-lost relations-does even a hard-core
witch stand a chance? Mad sorcerers, psychic vampires, an army of vengeful demons, Marla Mason
would rather face them all than a flesh-and-blood ghost from her dysfunctional family past: her
con artist brother, Jason. As Felport s chief sorcerer, Marla would ordinarily consider it her duty to
protect her town from such an unscrupulous ne er-do-well. As his sister, things are a lot.trickier.
Now, as Marla attempts to train an apprentice oracle whose magical wires have gotten crossed,
Jason is setting up an elaborate sting and drawing her ever-so-corruptible partner Rondeau into the
ruse. Their patsy is a filthy-rich wannabe mage and their bait is something so valuable, so
dangerous, so sought after, it probably doesn t exist. But now word s gotten out that the Borrichius
spores do exist and instead of a sucker Jason and Rondeau have a much bigger-and much deadlier-
fish on their line: a reclusive sorcerer whose devotion to the mushroom god and command of
vegetal magic could bring a fungal apocalypse to Felport. It ll be the mother of...
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This publication is worth getting. This is certainly for those who statte that there was not a well worth studying. Its been written in an exceptionally simple
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook in which in fact transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M-- Mr . Hester  Pr oha ska  DV M

This book is amazing. it was writtern very completely and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you full reading this pdf.
-- Antonia  Lindg r en II--  Antonia  Lindg r en II
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